
Project Summary
I led the team of 3 and created an 
interactive prototype for shifting 
social transformation toward 
greener behaviour and sustainable 
practices in 3 weeks

Responsibilities

• Product Strategy 

• Qualitative and quantitative 
research study 

• Experience design 

• Prototype & usability testing

Research & Experience Design 
for Habit Tracking App to Shift 
Social Transformation
Company: 2021 Hackwork Design For Change Hackathon

Timeline & Team
3 weeks start to finish with 2 UX 
designers remotely

Results
Recorded and presented 5 minutes 
pitch presentation to a panel of 
judges



Bonnie Lo

Design for Change brought together 
hundreds of university and college 
students from across Canada 
interested in minimizing 
environmental impact through 
design.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Challenge Statement: How might we 
create social transformation that shifts users 
towards greener behaviour and sustainable 
practices?
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We created a mobile application - Sway, to turn 
everyday green activity into points and make a large 

scale impact on sustainable initiatives campaign.

PROJECT SUMMARY
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I led this 3-week remote project from research 
through presentation and collaborated closely with 
a 2 UX designers.

PROCESS

Research & 
Discovery

Product 
Strategy Prototype, Test, 

& Iterate

Experience 
Design

Planned and conducted 
primary research through 
social media, a survey 
with 30 participants via 
Google Form and market 
research on 6 applications 
to understand the users 
and business models.

Created an 15 screen interactive 
prototype using Figma.  

Conducted remote usability testing with 
2 participants and optimized key parts of 
the user flow that were problematic for 
users.

WEEK 3WEEK 1

Identified opportunities and 
prioritized the critical 
features for the product. 

Outlining the timeline and 
scheduled meetings time with 
the team.  

⏰ Acknowledged project 
scale and initiated meeting to 
make discuss alternatives 
actions.

WEEK 2 PRESENTATION

Mapped user journeys and designed 
user flows of each key target 
personas.  

Established the onboarding of a new 
user who discovers Sway.
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Interviewed 30 participants via google form to 
see the opportunity and challenges of living 
sustainably.

RESEARCH

have knowledge for things they can do in 
their daily lives to contribute to 
sustainability.

thinks "what difference does one person 
can make?", and kept them from living 
sustainability.

reported feeling hopeless because their 
ability to affect change on a large enough 
scale to make a difference in a problem.

100 %

19 %

4 %
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My team and I wanted to implement an idea from reading an article 
about Game Stop, which was a miracle saved by Reddit. Investors later 
donated their winnings to save gorillas through Dian Fossey. We 
wanted to raise awareness of how individuals can magnify their impact 
on the environment through simple daily tasks. 

RESEARCH

They've truly made a difference of our world and 
shown what can be accomplished when people 
come together. When we save gorillas and we 
save forests, we save our world." 

“
— Stoinski (CEO Dian Fossey 
Gorilla Fund)

The Hypothesis: How might we enable day-to-day 
sustainability actions to influence larger scale 
initiatives for a feeling of greater impact?

From these findings, people have no shortage of knowledge or ideas 
of small things they can do in their day to day lives to live more 
sustainably but motivation to carry them out is often tempered by 
the feeling of “What difference does ONE person make?”

Why? 
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We conducted market research to defined the product vision to three business model for 
identifying the product’s opportunities.

RESEARCH

AlmondTriangle Rewards 
Program

Eco Hero Kickstarter Charity MilesMint

Point/reward systems Habit tracking Crowdfunding project

Reward System 
Using points to influence a bigger 
impact sustainability campaign

Impact on real world initiatives 
It provides users with an 
accomplishment and motivation to give

Multiple users types 
Emphasizing how every level of action 
matters and works hand in hand

From the research, we defined Sway’s vision as…
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The analysis of the market research revealed 3 aspects of insights which we can 
turned into market opportunities.

RESEARCH

Promises vague real world 
impact 
• The person who in charge of the 

previous feature requirement 
gathering meeting with clients 
are not with Blaise anymore.

Discount reward system 
• Encourage unnecessary 

consumption 

• Excludes users who can’t spend 
more on sustainable brands

Limits Types of Users 
• The metrics tracking system is 

not developed, lacking a lot of 
data to compare the result. 

Research insights

BudgetSpend’s Opportunities 

Having proof and follow up on 
each impact

Using voting currency reward 
system

Enabling multiple users
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Based on the research and vision, we identified 3 key target users and mapped out how 
they interacted with each other:

RESEARCH
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I was chosen to focus on the Everyday 
Activist users who tracks their habits and 
uses points to sway a campaign:

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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The sitemap is huge. We got into a big problem! 🤯 We are running out of time.  
I initiated and led a meeting to revisit the hypothesis and left with 2 options.

PRODUCT STRATEGY

Design the product with 3 users type 
without doing a usability testing

Focus on 1 user type, perform 
usability testing and refine the 
design based on feedback
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Considering the limited time, we focused on a single 
high-level audience, Everyday Activist, from whose 
perspective we would show the solution.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

As we decided to concentrate on John’s requirements, the following are the key user 
stories that we identified: 

Earn points 
by habit tracking

Earn points by 
completing a challenge

Swaying campaign View impact immediately
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

I focused on the onboarding, home screen and earning points by completing a 
challenge user flows and wireframe in this design process.

Earn points 
by habit tracking

Earn points by 
completing a challenge
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First, I mapped out the on-boarding experience of how accounts 
would be created when John installed the app and first time using it.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Following along the user flow and lo-fidelity wireframe, I created interactive 
prototype for the onboarding process.

1. Users select challenges 
to explore different 
ongoing events. 

2. Users swipe through what is Sway and its features. They can also have an 
option to skip the introduction.

3. Users can use email or 
social media to sign up.

4. Users select the 
account type and start 
using.
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Second, I mapped out the experience that John can track his habit and join 
challenges to earn sway points.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Following along the user flow and lo-fidelity wireframe, I created interactive prototype for the earning point 
experiences. 

1. Users select challenges 
to explore different 
ongoing events. 

2. Users swipe through 
and select their 
interested challenge. 

3. Users read through the 
challenge details and 
join. 

4. Users see how many 
sway points they earned 
by joining and a fun fact. 
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I created the usability testing plan and led a moderated remote usability testing with 2 
participants to observe and measure whether users understood the project and how to 
compete for the task with the following features.

1 2 3Earn points by Sway campaigns View impact immediately

PROTOTYPE, TEST, & ITERATE
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With the team effort, we had 5 participants in 
total. The result revealed…

mentioned will not connect with their 
bank information with an app for earning 
rewards.

look for tracking their habits on the home 
screen.

reported that the key action is not easy to 
make on each screen. He needs to scroll 
down on each page to see the action.

3/5

3/5

1/5

participants 

participants 

participants 

PROTOTYPE, TEST, & ITERATE
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PROTOTYPE, TEST, & ITERATE

Removing bank linking feature

We can consider the business model for future 
actions, such as partnering up with banks to 
reduce the fiction of users stopping using the 
product. 

Before After

Users are skeptical of applications 
that asking them to link with a bank 
account.

• Focus on putting the idea of a support 
campaign into action.
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PROTOTYPE, TEST, & ITERATE

Easy tracking on home screen
• Users can simply launch the application 

and carry out their tracking tasks.

Before After

User needs to click in to the challenge 
page for tracking their action for the 
specific challenge.
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EXPERIENCE DESIGN

Pop up explanation card
• A pop up card to explain the feature for 

the first time users.
Before After

User needs to scroll down all the page 
every time they access to each tab. 
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We made it! We managed to record a 5 
minutes pitch with the refined design. 

Tracking and swaying for campaign happen in the Sway 
app increase the empowerment of one individual to live 

sustainably.

OUTCOMES & LESSONS
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It is easy to lose track of the primary hypothesis 
since there are many ideas we think will work. 

However, it is always important to get back to the 
problem and refocus.

OUTCOMES & LESSONS

What’s next? 

• Iterations on Charity and Philanthropist’s accounts 

• More Features to increase engagement 

• Implementing business models to foresee how Sway can 
run for the long term 

What I Learned?

• Research via social media 

• The importance of documentation and all types of 
wireframes 

• Be open minded and flexible to trade offs at any time
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